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About This Game

Danger Zone is a 3D vehicular destruction game from independent British developer and seasoned genre veterans Three Fields
Entertainment. The concept is simple : crash for cash by creating the biggest car crashes.

Welcome to the Danger Zone – our virtual Crash Testing Facility. Step into the shoes of a dangerous driver and survive a variety
of challenging crash testing scenarios.

It’s easy to crash, but can you also grab all of the Bonus Pickups?

Powered by Unreal Engine, Danger Zone combines real physical crashes with explosive gameplay. Shunt vehicles into oncoming
traffic, take down trailers to shed their payloads and use your explosive “Smashbreaker” to move your vehicle around. The more

explosions you cause, the bigger your score.

If you’re feeling burnt out by congestion and jammed roads, take the highway to the Danger Zone. Take your revenge on rush
hour traffic. This place is a paradise for those who like their driving flame-grilled.

Features:

Single Player Game Mode featuring 32 unique crash testing scenarios.
Connected Leaderboards allows comparison of player scores for Friends and the whole world.
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Title: Danger Zone
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Three Fields Entertainment
Publisher:
Three Fields Entertainment
Release Date: 29 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5 3.2GHz / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTX 750ti / AMD Radeon R7 265

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 15 GB available space

Additional Notes: Supports game controller, mouse and keyboard and Cloud Saves

English
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so... after playing some time i regret having paid any money for this. ask a friend to try this out before buying.

pro:

#that game is quite good looking at the beginning
#sweet characters
#idea\/concept
#shiny colours

contra:

#no AI for other pet or however you call this little creatures (so you have to walk the same way twice, literally. except at
"challenges" where really both are needed)
#didn\u00b4t see much story or background
#only destination: collect light orbs to save a dying forest - no why, where, what. no sign if it matters at all if you leave orbs
behind
#physics and animations are really poor
#that short video sequences are kind of cute but the animations are way too slow... okay... little cat (bitey) coming out of some
corner...5 seconds later... still standing... turning head ... 5 seconds again... (urf :\/ )
#climbing animation of bitey totally unnatural
#restart at checkpoints after some unexplainable "deaths" (no obvious reason)

after all i will give this a second try where i\u00b4ll play a longer period of time but for this i likely need some beer and
boredom - good concept, but i\u00b4d describe that as alpha or beta - much potencial not used - a pity

i quit playing after it was getting worse with every minute

. Best skin in the game, hands down. E.S.C. Rocco has beaten Gnariachi and overtook Disco Voltar's throne of King of Music.
His theme showed me that it is possible to be addicted to music, effects are top notch and his voice, while little hard to
understand, just fits him so well. Also, dayum those refrences O.O I could go on and on how perfect this skin is, but I have
better things to do (like listening to his theme and KS ^^). Simply put, get it. NOW! I don't think it is possible to regret purchase
like this.. Works great, support is great. Very low impact with good functional ui and options. Invaluably useful.. This content is
downloaded to your install folder for ACID. It's in a folder cleverly titled "Loops". This installs automatically when you
download and install ACID. Hope this helps.
. My favorite Indie game of all time. I hope they make a sequel.. One of the best VR multiplayer games available. The
"climbey" like motion is the best in an VR environment, coupled with and wide range of power ups and weapons by a rpg
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gamestyle mechanic.
That chaotic feeling of finding and activating the right card in slow motion over a a cliff edge when you have a player swinging
at you with 2 miniguns is immensely entertaining!
9\/10!
10\/10 when we have a more players actually playing it.
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at first look cool then gets boring :\\. Awesome little game, Shame it hasn't got more attention because it really desreves it.. The
best Civ game in my opinion! I'm such a huge fan of the aliens and adapting to live on an alien planet. Unlike the other titles you
wont be starting from a primitive age and discovering things like pottery or math, instead you will be discovering future and
alien technologies.

Depending on your playstyle and choices your cities and units evolve in certain ways, becoming more or less integrated with the
aliens. This is such a cool feature that we haven't seen so far and I love it!

The core features are still present with a slight twist to fit the lore of the game but if you like the previous games and also like
Sci-fi then I'd highly recommend this to you.

Fyi, the Rising Tide DLC improves the game significantly, it is highly suggested.

6\/10 without the dlc
8\/10 with.. Sublime
Excellent
Very Good
Good ✔
Mediocre
Bad
Very Bad. So, a while ago, one of my Steam friends bought Faerie Solitare (you know who you are). That game looked good,
with lots of unlockables, achievements, and Steam trading cards, but the faeries theme didn't really appeal to me. Then I saw
this game. It looked like it was basically the same game as Faerie Solitare, but with a zombie theme. I also thought it was by the
same company, so it too would have unlocables, achievements, etc. I threw it on my wishlist, and once it went on sale, I snapped
it up.

I guess I need to pay more attention and\/or do a bit more research before buying anything. The game is *not* by the same
company that made Faerie Solitare, and is in fact kind of a ripoff of that game. Although the game plays well, and there are
some powerups to unlock and purchase, there are NO achievements or trading cards. The zombie theme does add some
entertainment value, and even at full price the game is cheaper than Faerie Solitare, so I guess the lack of extras is somewhat
justified.

All in all, the game does play well, and there are things to unlock in game, even if there aren't any achievements or trading cards.
So, if you like zombies and think a solitare game based on them sounds fun, go ahead. Just don't expect too much.

My rating: 7 out of 10. It does what it sets out to do, but is nothing special. Buy it on sale if you like zombies and solitare.

EDIT: Trading cards have been added, so I am increasing my score to an 8 out of 10.. Dynamite jack is a Dynamite Game in
every sense of the word.

The story follows Jack in his attempt to escape from the mines, and you guide him through the caves and avoiding the guards.

The game isn't very hard if you're just trying to rush through, so challenging yourself to beat each levels 'goals' will make it a lot
trickier. That said, the game doesn't take an especially long time to complete. This is where the in-built level editor, and
comunity maps come in handy. There are plenty of them for you to play, allowing for extended value to the playtime.

The various types of enemy and hazard get progressively more difficult, and there is a wide enough variety that you can discover
as you progress.

This game can be controlled via. keyboard or controller. I found that keyboard was easier to control, but both work well.

The graphics in this game are very nice. The maps are well designed to give the feeling that you are trapped in 'caves', even
though it's all top-down. The colour accenting isn't too over the top, and the glow given off by various entities is very subtle and
adds a lot of depth to the maps.
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This game's soundtrack is great.

I found no bugs in this game, it's very well made.

This is a great top-down stealth game, and definitely worth the money.
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